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Our appointment to act as scientific editors of IJMS is a serious responsibility and we will work hard to behave accordingly to cu honorific distinction. However, our efforts will be insufficient if we have not the authors’ collaboration in the sense to follow the editorial rules and the referees’ submissions of their comments at due time.

It is well known that IJMS has been improving constant and regularly its scientific quality thanks to the efficient efforts of the previous editors, Dr. Jerzy Leszczynski, assisted by Dr. Yevgeniy Podolyan, and Dr. Francis Muguet plus the constant editorial and managing help of Dr. Derek McPhee, so that the present challenge is to continue the transit through this road of continue amelioration and the permanent search of scientific excellence.

We run IJMS as a subscription-free journal which makes author’s papers freely available to the scientific community over the Internet. This approach combined with the indexing of the articles in many leading indexing and abstracting services ensures the maximum dissemination of the research works. So, your economical support is essential for the development of our journal and the maintenance of a high quality publication service. The contribution of authors and institutions of publication charges to cover editing, layout, editorial and technical costs for the running of the journal are indispensable and we deem they will be taken into account when submitting articles to be considered their possible publication in IJMS.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Eduardo A. Castro       Dr. Carlos Cobos       Dr. José L. Vicente
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